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The Study ofLeadership In Chesapeake Bay Watershed Associations
A Case Study in Citizen Leadership
Introduction
Leadership is a process that occurs in many arenas; it may be emerge in a large
group, a small group, a profit organization, a non-profit organization, a social
movement, a citizen's group, or in many other situations. This project will focus on
leadership within smaller citizen groups in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed. The goal
of this project is to study Chesapeake Bay Watershed Associations and determine the
best practices of leadership that the citizen leaders of these organizations have used.
The present literature on nonprofit organizations and citizen leadership will be used as
guidance and criteria for the best practices o leadership in the watershed associations
There are many watershed associations such as the James River Association or
the Chickahominy Watershed Alliance throughout the Chesapeake Bay Watershed, but
it is unclear how these organizations function and what makes one more effective then
another. I have evaluated these organizations through surveys and interviews in an
attempt to develop a guideline of leadership best practices of these various
organizations. After this initial evaluation was completed, I analyzed the leadership
styles of leaders within certain organizations and the leadership that each of these
individuals offered their surrounding community. The ultimate goal of this project is
to determine some of the better methods and innovative ideas of citizen leadership
used by members of the watershed organizations in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
The results of this research will be used as my senior project report, as a report to the
EPA Chesapeake Bay Program, and in a brochure for a watershed association
conference in the late spring.
This project is one that I began as an intern with the Alliance for the
Chesapeake Bay this summer and have continued as my senior project. The Alliance

received a grant from the EPA to develop and facilitate a survey of watershed
associations in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed. The associations may vary in
membership size from as small as 15 members to 100 members, but they are all citizen
led groups with the purpose of protecting a creek, river, stream, or the Bay. This
summer, I constructed and administered a mail survey as part of my internship. In the
fall, the results were tallied and analyzed with government computers at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) office. The Alliance was then
interested in doing interviews with some of the organizations to gain more insight and
detail about the workings of watershed organizations. As an intern I interviewed these
organizations to learn their stories and gain a better understanding of their successes
and failures. I enhanced my work by taking the project one step further and analyzing
the leadership styles of the leaders within the organizations to develop an
understanding of the best practices and highly effective procedures that led to excellent
leadership of Chesapeake Bay watershed associations.
I believed that the success of these organizations went beyond good
management skills and enthusiastic volunteers. I believe that leadership is the key to
understanding these organizations. Organizations do not succeed or fail on the basis of
their structure or culture, but rather their success depends on the process called
leadership which combines the elements of the leader, followers, and situation. The
Alliance and the Bay Program hope to discover how they can better assist the
watershed associations; I do not believe that they can find the answer to this question
unless they analyze the leadership of the organizations, not the individual variables
which factor into the organization. Thus, I interviewed and analyzed these
organizations with a particular eye to the citizen leaders in the Chesapeake Bay
Watershed. With this type of analysis, I think the final product contains a much better
analysis rather then a guide of effective watershed organizations.
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I expected that concepts from classes in leadership in community organizations
and leadership in social movements would be most useful in this project. More
specifically, I expected that issues such as group formation and development, and
nonprofit leadership would be most helpful. In actuality, the concept of citizen
leadership and servant leadership became the most important topic when I examined
the watershed associations.
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Literature Review
Before analyzing the leadership of Chesapeake Bay watershed associations, I
needed to conduct a review of the available literature on the structure and management
of community and nonprofit organizations, leadership within community and nonprofit
organizations, and other theories of leadership in relation to grassroots efforts such as
citizen leadership and servant leadership.
Management of Nonprofit and Community Organizations

The Guide to Nonprofit Management by Smith, Bucklin, and Associates
outlines the crucial characteristics of nonprofit organizations. As the basic foundation
of any nonprofit organization, there must be direction and strategic planning, strong
board/ staff relations, and effective funding (xix). According to Smith, the
establishment of a mission statement and strategic planning is critical to the success of
a nonprofit organization; "rather than waiting for that crisis, leaders of nonprofit
organizations must think strategically, continually analyzing emerging trends affecting
their organization" (I). As a guideline for effective planning, Smith suggests observing
if these organizations have "obtained support and commitment from elected leaders to
pursue strategic planning, ... involved leadership and staff, ... obtained assistance from
a person outside the organization, ... conducted an environmental analysis, ... planned
and conducted a strategic planning session, ... established a process for implementing
the strategic plan, ... and documented the process" (28). These guidelines can be used
as criteria in determining the best practices of the watershed associations.
Once the organization has begun to develop a mission statement and strategic
plan, a smooth relationship between board and staff needs to be nurtured. Smith
emphasizes that it is critically important for nonprofit organizations to understand the
role of both the board of directors and the staff. Smith offers the following questions
to help the reader identify whether the two groups are functioning smoothly within the
4

organization: has the organization "established a policies and procedures manual, ...
developed a new board orientation program, ... established effective communication
systems of interactions between and among board, staff, committees, and constituents,
... and provided opportunities for informal interactions of board and staff?" (59). If the
watershed associations have a board of directors then these questions should be helpful
indicators. Smith concluded the discussion of basic foundations of nonprofit
organizations by outlining several critical steps in the formation of a successful
fundraising plan.
Yet once the foundation of the organization is stable, it is also necessary for the
leaders of the organization to create a market orientation, provide educational
programs, effectively run meetings, use public relation tools, and obtain political
support (xx-xxi). The Complete Guide to Nonprofit Management provides a clear
understanding of the basic structure and necessary variables within a nonprofit
organization which may occur in the watershed association.
According to Jacquelyn Woolf in "Managing Change in Nonprofit
Organizations," there are five unique characteristics of a nonprofit organization: its
nonprofit nature, breadth of purpose, demanding environment, volunteer-staff mix, and
mixed structure (242-3). Woolf explained that change within any organization, but
particularly nonprofit organizations, is inevitable; it is equally important for managers
to observe and recognize the influence of the unique characteristics of nonprofit
organizations on organizational change. There are many factors such as competition,
resentment, past failures, etc. which play into organization's change and its
effectiveness, but nothing is as important as the manager who is able handle this
change. Woolf argues that change is "unavoidable" and the manager who can use
"vision, commitment, maturity, sensitivity, inclusiveness, and an action orientation"
will be more inclined to lead an organization through the turbulent times of change
(256). This literature suggests that the leader who is able to handle change will lead
5

the organization more successfully. This is a trend that I expected to witness in the
watershed associations.
Other literature directly related to the management ofnonprofit
organization generally tends to coincide with the theories and philosophies espoused
by the previous literature. Authors such as James P. Gelatt, Brian O'Connell, Si Kahn
and Lakey et al also describes the fundamentals of managing a nonprofit organization
from board staff relations to mission statements and strategic planning to fundraising
efforts to volunteer recruitment. Thus, it is crucial to understand the basic functioning
ofnonprofit organizations before one can inunediately begin analyzing the leadership
within the organization.
Ten Lessons of Leadership

Before focusing on any specific theories ofleadership, Barry Posner and James
Kouzes in "Ten Lessons for Leaders and Leadership Developers" offer ten excellent
lessons ofleadership that can be applied to any type oforganization. They analyzed
thousands ofcases and surveys to develop a concept of "exemplary leadership
practices and fundamental constituent expectations" (3). The following are their ten
lessons ofleadership.
1. Challenge provides the opportunity for greatness- in leading and in
learning to lead.
2. Leadership is in the eye ofthe beholder.
3. Credibility is the foundation ofleadership.
4. The ability to inspire a shared vision differentiates leaders from other
credible sources.
5. Without trust, you cannot lead.
6. Shared values make a critical difference in the quality oflife at home and
at work.
7. Leaders are role models for their constituents.
8. Lasting change progresses one hop at a time.
9. Leadership development is self-development.
10. Leadership is not an affair ofthe head. It is an affair of the heart (4-9).
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These lessons are critical observations which one might hope to also observe in the
watershed organizations. It is not expected that each organization will not reflect
every lesson here, but hopefully that the organizations with the stronger leadership will
reflect more of these lessons than the others. Since I eventually developed a list of
leadership lessons from the watershed organizations, it is helpful to have a guideline
like Posner and Kouzes'.
Leadership Theories in Community and Nonprofit Organizations

Once, the foundation and structure of the community and nonprofit
organizations have been explained and understood, it is crucial to begin analyzing
various leadership theories and determine whether they apply to the scenarios at hand
or not.
There is much to study about leadership within a structured environmental
nonprofit organization. Joseph C. Santora and James C. Sarros tackled the issues of
leadership in executive directors in their article "Executive Leadership: Responding to
Change." As Woolf suggested earlier, organizational change is inevitable; Santora and
Sarros suggest that "executive leadership does matter for continued organizational
longevity as well as for the development and empowerment of employees" (62).
Santora and Sarros studied a nonprofit organization and discovered that the executive
director served as a change agent and helped the organization grow throughout three
decades of turbulence. The successful organizational leader must "scan the
environment, anticipate needed change in organizational strategy and structure, and
then effectively implement the needed changes" (66). It remains to be seen whether
the leaders of the Chesapeake Bay watershed associations are effective change agent
leaders or not.
In attempting to distinguish among these watershed organizations, it is helpful
to have indicators such as the previous authors have provided. Knauft, Berger, and
7

Gray in Profiles of Excellence have developed four halhnarks of excellence. Effective
nonprofit organizations have all of the following:
1. A clearly articulated sense of mission that serves as the focal point of
commitment for board and staff and is the guideline post by which the
organization judges its successes and makes adjustments in the course over
time.
2. An individual who truly leads the organization and creates a culture that
enables and motivates the organization to fulfill its mission.
3. An involved and committed volunteer board that relates dynamically with
the chief staff officer and provided a bridge to the larger community.
4. An ongoing capacity to attract sufficient financial and human
resources(2).
These hallmarks of excellence support many of the earlier ideas posed by Smith and
other nonprofit authors yet Knauft's literature is even more significant because they
also chose to emphasize effective leadership when discussing nonprofit management.
Knauft et al concentrated on nonprofit management as the other authors did, but added
an additional element of focus and importance: leadership!
When Knauft et al analyzed the leadership of the organization, they chose to
focus on the role of the executive director as a leader. Accordingly, the best leaders:
have clear goals and a vision to look beyond ... the immediate horizon,
exhibit a willingness to stand up and be shot at, have the courage to make
extremely tough decisions, understand their constituent's motivation and
identify inunediately with their needs and concerns, and exhibit a special
presence that enables them to motivate and inspire their constituents, staff, and
volunteers beyond the authority conferred by a title (10).
Knauft distinguished between good managers and good leaders by their set of
leadership traits. Leaders are mission directed, have vast amounts of energy and
concentration, act as motivators, measure success according to the organization, are
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articulate and good listeners, have "people sense," and are creative thinkers (11-13).
Again all of the watershed association leaders may not have these characteristics, but
the more effective leaders should exemplify some of these traits.
Community Centered Leadership Organizations

Kristin Kroll and Lela Vanderberg emphasize the importance of servant
leadership and community centered organizational leadership in their article
"Community Centered Organizational Leadership: Challenges for Practice." They
argue that "a 'leaderful' organizational culture [is] characterized by shared leadership
roles and responsibilities, a strong organizational identity centered in a shared vision,
and a healthy sense of community" (118). In fact, they explained that the leaders of
such a culture are also "excellent community builders," transformational leaders, and
servant leaders (118). Community centered organizational leadership is a theory that
should work in any organization, but should be especially successful in organizations
where the followers are few and are in need of motivation to continue on in their
difficult endeavors.
One example of a community centered organization is Food for the Hungry/
Kenya. Kroll and Vanderberg discovered three key elements that made FH/K such an
exceptional community centered organization:
First, its organizational identity and vision was owned by all staff members,
whose commitment arose from a sense of personal calling. Second, its
commitment to shared leadership and servanthood resulted in widely
distributed responsibilities and attitudes modeled after Christ. Third, the
leader ofFH/K was a model servant and transformational leader (120).
As many of the earlier authors, like Kroll and Vanderberg with the example of
the TH/K, have noted, the organization and its leaders must be able to guide
themselves through change. Kroll and Vanderberg also cite Margaret Wheatley when
explaining that any learning organization needs an identity that is "adaptive,
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intelligent, and able to respond quickly to the changing needs of those it serves" (120).
The authors added that the constituents of this organization need to have a sense of
ownership over the organizational identity and vision for them to maintain a
commitment to the organization and its mission.
Kroll and Vanderberg also place a heavy emphasis on shared leadership and
servant leadership. For watershed associations with a membership of concerned
citizens, it seems especially critical that the organizations place an emphasis on shared
leadership. "Leadership is not vested in any one person, but rather is distributed
throughout the organization" (121). The goal should be to develop an organization that
is a "community of practice" where "people are joined in a common endeavor who
share a commitment to mission, vision, and values, and to each other" (121).
According to the authors, servant, Ieadership is key to the success of shared leadership.
,
A servant leader should have these ten characteristics: listening, empathy, healing,
awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commitment to the
growth of people, and the ability to build community (122). Watershed associations
are dealing with problems that are close to people's personal lives and residences; a
community centered organizational leadership practice with a focus on servant
leadership should benefit the watershed association members by giving them a sense of
ownership and influence over the immediate problems at hand. The authors have
provided us with several themes like community and servant leadership to hopefully
observe in the watershed association.
Community Visioning

In "Community Visioning and Leadership," Don Bargen stated that community
visioning "is the process of effectively stating what we, as a community, really want to
be" in order to develop healthy and strong communities (135). Visioning:
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• identifies what we, as a community want to be known for (e.g. mining,
agriculture, tourism)
• describes how well we will choose to treat one another
• explains how power will be experienced among us (139).
Community visioning occurs in "the context of uncertain membership, lack of clear
lines of authority, and extreme diversity" (139); these are the challenges to community
visioning; In order to develop a shared vision, there are three major steps that must be
taken: create the shared vision, achieve the shared vision, and live the shared vision
(141). Within this process, the leader will have to generate hope, mediate conflict,
name reality, coordinate resources, evaluate, and celebrate. These three steps of
visioning affect the leader and their success in achieving a community vision with the
other members of the community.
Community visioning is significant to watershed associations, because if they
are able to develop and implement it correctly then "leaders and followers have come.
to serve one another in different roles" (158). Community visioning is a tool of
leadership that these watershed associations should develop to better determine the
needs of their community. Bargen explained that by implementing shared visions,
leadership is developed; "it is the people of the community whom the leaders serve
who empower them as leaders ... the community enables leaders to lead, and the
people themselves become effective as followers" (158). Through community
visioning, hopefully the community has a better sense .of what it wants and at the same
time new leaders are being developed as the process continues. It will be significant to
note whether the watershed associations have active visioning in their organizations .
Citizen Leadership and Servant Leadership
Richard Couto introduced us to the theory of citizen leadership where citizens
confront problems together and develop solutions to these situations. According to
Couto, citizen leadership occurs "when people take sustained action to bring about
11

change that will pennit them continued or increased well being" (12). The citizen
leader is one who did not choose leadership, but rather someone who sees a problem
and attempts to solve it and through the process becomes the leader of the situation.
These individuals "do not become involved with the intention of staying," but the
leadership quickly "brings new responsibilities, new contacts, media exposure, and the
other trappings ofleadership" (13). Instead ofthe traditional political or business
leader, the citizen leader "speaks in simple terms about the basic dignity ofevery
human being" (15) and the driving force ofevery citizen leader is the needs oftheir
community. Citizen leadership at its best "protects and mitigates the shortcomings of
our national and. political leadership" ( 17). Most ofthe watershed associations are led
primarily by citizens and Couto offers us some thoughts on the role of leadership in
community organizations.
Elkin Terry Jack in "Philosophical Foundation of Citizen Leadership" embraces
the notion ofcitizen leadership and argues that this type ofleadership is often missing
in today's problems. Citizen leadership "is not the type ofleadership where someone
says 'I want to lead masses ofpeople.' It involves people who already have the skills
and qualities of a leaders, but who do not seek leadership - it seeks them" (56). This
citizen leader is most likely the type ofleader who will evolve in the smaller grassroots
watershed organizations rather than in the larger structured nonprofit organizations.
Effective leadership should involve "an educated, concerned, and involved citizenry
that willingly gives direction to office holders" (57). Jack explained that the
importance ofcitizen leadership lies in the concept of people solving their own
problems. In environmental concerns and issues it seems probable that the watershed
organizations with the strongest leadership will be "'responsive' to 'someone in need"'
(60).
In a later article "Learning to Speak the Language ofCitizen Leadership," Elkin
Terry Jack explained that "community problem solving, directed by citizen leaders is
12

an art," and highlighted the eight aspects of successful citizen leadership. The
following are the arts of citizen leadership:
1. Active Listening
2. Creative Conflict (an environment safe for differences)
3. Mediation (reducing unproductive conflict, while enhancing mutual
respect)
4. Negotiation
5. Political hnagination (avoid cynicism and naivete)
6. Public Talk (successfully engage in public dialogue)
7. Public Judgment
8. Reflection (review learned lessons after each experience) (113-114).
The watershed associations with innovative leadership practice some of the "arts" and
exemplify the characteristics which Couto and Jack described.
Cheryl Mabey in her article "Making of a Citizen Leader" explained that citizen
, leadership is possible "if citizens develop the abilities to gain access to information of
all kinds and the skills to put such information to effective use" (314). Mabey also
noted that citizen leaders will "need to recognize and understand the certain restraining
forces in the world as it is" (315). I expect that many of the citizen leaders in the
watershed associations will have difficulty grasping with the external forces that make
their jobs so difficult. I am also curious to learn if the leaders have developed skills
and abilities they did not have earlier.
Citizen leadership also entails an element of service to the community. Robert
Greenleaf developed a theory of servant leadership in which the "great leader is seen
as servant first." (19). The crux of servant leadership is that the individual began his or
her work in service to others and through that role in service, he or she eventually
developed into a leader. The importance here is that "one wants to serve first. Then
conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead. That person is sh arply different from
one who is leader first" (22). I expect that the individuals who are leading the
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watershed associations actually began once as servants to their community and later
blossomed into leaders of their community.
The Literature in Sum

With a grasp of the structure of community organizations, leadership theories
can be applied to the specific context of Chesapeake Bay watershed associations.
Through my data collection and analysis I have been able to determine whether these
watershed associations reflect the various theories of leadership I have reviewed.
The literature offered some major themes to look for in the watershed
associations. The management theories stressed the importance of mission statements,
strategic planning, board/staff relations, fundraising, and volunteer recruitment.. The
management literature also stressed the inevitability of change and the importance of
managing it well. The ten lessons of Posner and Kouzes should be helpful in
developing a concept and theory of best practices in community organizations. The
community organization leadership literature emphasized the importance of handling
change along with the significance of mission and vision, an involved board, leaders,
and human and financial resources. The community centered leadership organization
leadership stressed the importance of shared roles, responsibilities, and vision. In
addition, servanthood in these types of organizations is critical to the development of
leadership and ownership of the problems. The community visioning literature
emphasized visioning as a necessary tool which identifies, describes, and explains.
Finally, the citizen and servant leadership literature offered a preview of the issues
which might develop in the citizen leaders of these organizations.
The interviews I have conducted suggest that the concept of citizen leadership is
occurring regularly in these organizations. Larger community organization leadership
concepts have not been as prevalent. Many of these individuals possess some of the
traits outlined by the literature, but not all of the traits. In addition, many of the
14

organizations are not very structured and do not have the stability and foundation that
the organizations so need. The one characteristic that all of the watershed association
leaders need to posses is the ability to vision and has a sense of the larger issues and a
plan for where they wish to see the organization go.
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Methodology
This project consisted of several steps of data collection and analysis. The first
step of the project consisted of a mail survey that I drafted for the Alliance for the
Chesapeake Bay in conjunction with the EPA Chesapeake Bay Program in August
1996 and distributed in September. The survey was a four-page document designed to
determine the structure of watershed organizations in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
The survey (see Appendix A) consisted primarily of closed-ended questions beginning
with questions about membership and organizational structure and logistics. The
primary focus of the survey was developed in the next section of the questions which
examined the issues or activities that these organizations were actively involved with
or still gaining information about. Through this section we hoped to gauge the primary
differences between the organizations by their varying levels of involvement in
restoration and monitoring activities, outreach and education, political issues, planning
and land use issues, pollution prevention issues, energy efficient issues, or economic
issues. The final closed ended questions evaluated the organization's relationship with
the government and funding sources.

In an attempt to gather more personal accounts

of the watershed organizations there were some short answer questions about
accomplishments, frustrations, and probable interest in a regional watershed
organization meeting. The survey was mailed to over 200 organizations with a self
addressed stamped envelope. We received about 63 replies which is actually very
strong considering past attempts to interview the same constituency. The results of the
survey were later used to develop the list of the organizations contacted for interviews
and some of the interview discussion topics.
The surveys were returned over the fall to the Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay.
Then the results were tallied by the NOAA on their database system (Microsoft Excel)
to allow for easier access to specific information (i.e., if someone wanted to know
which organizations were involved with stormwater pollution prevention they could
16

easily obtain that information from the NOAA database rather than receiving the
results of all of the surveys)- At the end of January, the Alliance received the results
from the NOAA office and the development of questions for the phone interviews
began.
Phone interviews were used to gather the new data and more personal accounts
of the watershed organizations. The Executive Director of the Alliance and I
determined which organizations seemed like probable candidates for a follow-up
interview due to their answers on the survey, particularly the question of whether they
would be willing to speak with someone from the Alliance or the Bay Program. The
goal was to complete at least 21 interviews with seven from every state (Maryland,
Virginia, and Pennsylvania). We developed a list of topics and some guideline
questions which were used to learn more det�iled information about the organizations
(see Appendix B).
I began conducting the phone interviews at the end of February from the
Richmond Alliance office on Tuesdays and Thursdays. If watershed organizations
were unavailable at this time, then the other interviews were completed from my
residence. The phone interviews lasted approximately 20-30 minutes and provided us
with a much more detailed understanding of the history of the organization, the
coverage (meaning whether their interest is a stream, river, watershed, etc.),
membership development, depth of involvement in the issues, and other questions
about leadership, outreach, successes, frustrations and more. The interviews were not
recorded because the Alliance does not have the equipment to do so nor did the
Executive Director feel comfortable doing so. The success of the interview
information relied on my ability to take thorough notes while interviewing and to
quickly transpose these notes after each interview.
Before the phone questions were fully developed, I had completed a fairly
detailed review of the literature to develop a theory about the leadership within and by
17

these watershed organizations. Through the literary research I had a better idea of
what questions should be asked on the phone interviews and how the questions could
be shaped to identify key leadership issues. The literature I investigated involved
leadership in community organizations and grassroots organizations, leadership in
social movements, citizen leadership, and servant leadership. The watershed
organizations varied from a 200 member organization with a board of directors to a
grassroots organization with five members and very little structure. The literary
research gave me a better idea of what questions should be asked and how to
distinguish between the leadership of these dissimilar organizations.
Once the phone interviews were completed, I compiled the information into a
record of the interviews and a summary of the key issues within each interview. This
report was provided to the Alliance, the Bay Program, and NOAA. In addition, as my
senior project I performed a much more detailed analysis which incorporated
leadership concepts from prior classes and the additional literature I used for the
project. The final senior project included a description of tasks I completed, successes
and frustrations, additional leadership insights I gained, and the application of those
insights to the field of leadership studies. I also incorporated many aspects of this
analysis into the reports to the Alliance and others. The ultimate goal of this project is
that the report I complete for Jepson will also be used to shape the policies of the EPA
Chesapeake Bay Program. In addition, the Alliance and the Bay Program will be
hosting a regional watershed organization conference in late spring where the results of
the survey will be presented in a brochure.
The difficulty of this type of research is that a lot of bias will exist. I was the
only person interviewing so that all of the results were seen through my eyes and my
biases. This problem always exists with personal interviews regardless of who
performed the evaluations. I minimized the biases through structured questions that
were developed carefully between the Executive Director and myself. There are other
18

biases which could affect my work. I am not involved in the politics of the situations
of the interviewees, therefore it might not have been easy for me to understand their
situations or descriptions. In addition, my perspective has been biased by my work in
leadership studies and with the Alliance. I cannot ignore my perspective, but I can be
aware of my biases and attempt to avoid them.
In addition to biases, there are some reliability problems with my research.
First, I have constructed all of the questions for the survey and interviews. The more
people that collaborate, the less biased a product is. Although I did work with others
on this project, my limited perspective has certainly influenced my project. Second,
the method used to select the organizations for interviewing was not a very scientific
process. The organizations were selected because they appeared interesting to either
myself or Flanigan and fit the geographic and size requirements. This process has
allowed us the opportunity to evaluate, but does limit the applicability and
generalization of the results. Third, I developed guideline topics and questions for the
interviews, but there was not a standard format for the interviews and no tow
interviews were the same. Thus, again this limits the comparability of the results.
Last, my growing familiarity and ease with the interviewing process may have shifted
the results because my interviewing skills improved as the process continued. This
implies that I did not use the same techniques on the beginning interviews as the end
interviews. There are always some unavoidable reliability and bias problems in this
type of research, but I have done my best to avoid these problems.
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Leadership Roles in the Project:
Working on this project has been a learning experience about nonprofit and
government organizations, personal responsibility, and of course, leadership. This
project was funded by the Environmental Protection Agency for completion by the
Alliance. As an intern, I was pleased that the Executive Director trusted me enough to
complete such a task. The undertaking required several levels of personal
responsibility as I am the only individual who could ensure the success of this
assignment. The end product of this project was crucial to the Alliance and the Bay
Program for the summer conference they are planning. The conference will be a
regional watershed association conference that will include presentations on hot
environmental and organizational issues. The organizational topics and speakers will
be chosen according to the research and work I completed in the interviews.
In a subtle manner, I see myself as a leader in this project because I am
incorporating my ideas about leadership into the Alliance's project. Originally no one
at the Bay Program or the Alliance considered leadership an important variable. Basic
organizational structure and management are important variables in this project, but
leadership is a crucial and often ignored factor too. I also consider myself a leader
simply because I am working on this independently and much of the conference is
relying on my work. In this capacity, I am able to serve as the lead researcher on a
new and important issue.
Fran Flanigan, the Executive Director of the Alliance, serves as a leader who
bridges the gap between the community and the government by envisioning this type
of research and the watershed association conference. The Alliance as an organization
serves as a figurehead leader on much of this work, but it is truly Flanigan who
initiated most of the work. Flanigan has been a transformational leader for me in many
ways because she has taken me under her wing and offered me guidance, but she
always expects work of the highest standard from me. Through her confidence, she
20

empowered me to tackle this project while at the same time continually urging me to
produce higher and better quality work. Together we have both been transformed by
this project. Flanigan has continually motivated me to reach for more and take on
more responsibility while my knowledge of the Bay associations and leadership has
grown astronomically. Meanwhile, Flanigan has allowed herself to be open to new
ideas ofleadership and evaluation; she, too, has learned and grown from this project.
Interestingly, as I developed the project I began to discover how many
organizations look to the Alliance for guidance, support, and expert knowledge. Many
of the employees ofthe Alliance recognize that they are leaders, but no one takes
credit for this or places a large emphasis on this phenomenon. The Alliance staff will
act in their usual manner when the results ofthis survey are completed. They will host
the conference and provide the Bay Program with new and important data, but they
will never take credit for their work. The organization succeeds because of its role as a
servant leader. The Alliance under the guidance of Flanigan chooses to serve first and
lead second.
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All Phases of the Project
The project originally began last summer with the construction of the mail
survey (appendix A). This was a very long and arduous process due to my
unfamiliarity with the subject matter and the large numbers of individuals with whom I
was collaborating. I found the project challenging and rewarding because I was able to
use my critical thinking skills to develop and fine tune questions about the
organizations' structure, size, mission, activities, successes, frustrations, etc. The
difficulty lay primarily in the activities' section of the survey because I was unfamiliar
with many of the types of restoration activities and issues of watershed associations. I
was able to collaborate with Flanigan and members of EPA and NOAA to develop a
fairly comprehensive list. The original survey was seven pages long, but after it was
presented to the Land, Growth, and Stewardship subcommittee (who is funding the
,
project), they advised that the survey be reduced to a "user friendly" size of four pages.
This was easily accomplished with some computer formatting and restructuring. The
task became more difficult when several of the NOAA employees expressed concern
near the printing date and the entire survey was restructured. Most of the ideas of the
original survey were preserved, but it was still dramatically altered. This experience
taught me a great deal about working with individuals in different organizations with
different agendas. In the end, Flanigan and I were still ultimately responsible for the
final draft of the survey and had the liberty to do as we pleased, but nonetheless.others'
opinions were respected too.
The survey was mailed to 206 watershed associations in the Chesapeake Bay
region in early September. The mailing list was developed from the Alliance's
Watershed Directory and cross referencing of other watershed directories and
environmental directories. A total of 63 surveys were slowly returned over the months
of September and October. Through November and December the results were tallied
on Microsoft Excel at the NOAA office and the Alliance finally received a copy of the
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results and the original surveys at the end of January 1997. During this time, I was not
involved with the project, but I became involved again with the interview process.
In the beginning of February, I finally had the original surveys in my possession
and began analyzing them for common themes and potential questions. I then received
the database results from NOAA, but it was formatted on the wrong computer disc so I
had to wait another week to obtain the fmal results. Once I had the original results and
surveys in hand, .I began to develop a list of organizations to interview. I chose
approximately seven organizations from each state (Maryland, Virginia, and
Pennsylvania) which were representative of different sizes and stories. Some groups
indicated problems with volunteer recruitment; others told of successful activities and
lobbying; others asked for advice on funding issues; overall, Flanigan and I did our
best to develop a list of organizations to contact which would be representative of the
geographic location, sizes, dilemmas, and successes faced by all of the Chesapeake
Bay Watershed Associations.
Once the list had been fmalized (Appendix C), I had to develop a list of
potential questions to ask the organizations. Since every organization is unique and
has a different story to tell, I decided that I would develop a list of topics to discuss
with the organizations. This list (Appendix B) had potential questions to ask the
organization, but there was no specific format that the interview had to follow. As I
began conducting the interviews, I found that it was easiest to have the organizations
begin by enhancing the previous written description of their successes and frustrations
of the organization. From here, the conversation often moved to the history of the
organization, the relationship with the government, the focus and mission of the
organization, the individual's perception of leadership and other important topics.
The interview conversations have been very interesting and enlightening.
Completing these interviews was initially a daunting task because I do not prefer to
initiate conversations on the telephone with unfamiliar people. Yet as the semester
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and conversations progressed, I became much more at ease with the process because I
became more familiar with the type of people with whom I would be conversing, with
the type of questions that led to useful discussions, and with the format that most
interviewees preferred.
In addition to becoming more familiar with the interviewing process, I also
learned how difficult it is to contact approximately 20 community leaders. In a month
and a half, I managed to contact most of the organizations, but it was still a long and
frustrating task. I would call several individuals in one given day and leave each a
message explaining myself, my affiliation with the Alliance, and my interests. Then
most often they would return my call when I was unavailable and the "phone tag"
game would begin. Overall though, I benefited tremendously from discussing so much
with all of these organization leaders. All had a different story to tell; some were
leaders of amazing organizations and movements, others were leaders of a headache
and a dying movement. Yet each individual had something valuable to add to the
lessons of leadership (see Results).
Not ouly were the results tedious, but the actually recording of the results had
the potential to be problematic. I was always concerned that the interviews would be
left to my interpretation and only my interpretation, but now I do not have such a
strong fear. I employed several techniques which hopefully allowed me to avoid some
bias. First, when I explained to the community leaders from the beginning that I was
interested in conducting a 15-20 minute interview and presenting my results to the
Alliance, the Bay Program, and the University ofRichmond they usually understood
that I would be recording the interview and spoke slowly and clearly enough for me to
write down most of their main ideas. In addition, most of these individuals were
familiar with presenting their ideas and accomplishments to the public, the press, or
some other interested individuals so they usually had clearly formulated ideas already.
Not only did they speak clearly, but when I was unsure of their point or meaning, I
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would repeat back to them what I had interpreted and ask then to validate or correct it.
Usually they validated it, but there were some very important instances when
interviewees corrected me and clarified their ideas.
Overall, the project went fairly well and I learned a lot about the details of
interviewing as research for academic work. There were moments when I was
frustrated with interviewees for not responding to me or annoyed that NOAA
employees were so tedious, yet when I learned something interesting from one
interviewee it often negated all of my earlier frustrations. Most importantly though, I
learned a lot about community leadership and servant leadership which will be
evidenced in the next two sections of me paper. Since the interviews were very long
and much of the information obtained was only necessary background information, I
have chosen to highlight only the "Leadership Lesson" learned from each organization
in the Results section rather than the transcripts of the interviews. Then in the
Leadership Implications section I will discuss the implications of all of this work.
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Results Section: "The Leadership Lessons"
Lesson #1: Facilitator

Organization: Nanticoke Watershed Alliance (MD)
Contact Person: Lisa Jo Frech, Executive Director
The Nanticoke Watershed Alliance is an association with a membership of
organizations who have an interest in the Nanticoke River. The Alliance has grown
from five member organizations to 23 members, including many state government
agencies, in the last year. These members provide a diversity of resources, technical
expertise, and financial stability. The significance of Frech's work along with the
Board of Directors is their ability to bring two states together to work on a common
goal. Since the Nanticoke River runs through both Maryland and Delaware, the two
states needed to work together but had not until the Alliance was created. Frech ·
believes the success of her organization lies in "its proactive nature of developing
coalitions to avoid no-win situations." This organization is unique because of its role
as a facilitator and collaborator for discussions between different interest groups,
government agencies, and businesses in both Maryland and Delaware. When asked,
Frech did not view herself as a leader, but instead as a "facilitator of larger group
discussions." Frech did believe that her organization served as a leader of the
immediate community and as a model for other type organizations to follow.
Lesson: Many of the leaders best served the community byfacilitating discussions
between people of different interests and opinions.
Lesson #2: Handling Change
Organization: Weems Creek Conservancy (MD)
Contact Person: Elizabeth McWethey, President

The Weems Creek Conservancy is a small umbrella organization of several
home owner associations united around protecting their local creek. The organization
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has had great difficulties recently for several reasons. First, there are no new leaders
stepping forward. Individuals like McWethey have been involved for over 20 years
and no longer have the energy or enthusiasm they once had. Second, the problems
facing the Creek are now larger and more difficult then when the organization was
originally founded. McWethey and the Board have spent the last several years
attempting to protect the Creek from nearby highway construction, but they have
experienced extreme difficulty in attempting to obtain the support they need. Their
frustrations and failures have been related to their inability to develop relationships
and networks with other organizations and the government in addition to their inability
to recruit and develop new leadership within the organization. McWethey believed
that she was a leader because the "president of any organization is always the leader."
Lesson: Leading a watershed association through internal and external changes can
be very difficult, but is nonetheless crucial to the success of the organization.

Lesson #3: Diverse Organization
Organization: Friends of Dragon Run (VA)
Contact Person: Francis B. Montague, President
The Friends of Dragon Run is an organization with a local citizen membership
that originated with the purchase of a small island that was to be preserved. Since the
original land purchase, the organization has purchased and conserved land around the
Dragon Run while organizing conservation and education programs for the public.
According to Montague, the "number one success of the organization has been its
cadre of generous and well meaning people, the Board of Directors." Montague
explained that the largest difficulty the organization has faced has been public
perception of their work and their mission. The membership is a very diverse group
consisting of "plant lovers, conservationists, rednecks, educated, uneducated, liberal,
conservative, and more." Montague did view himself as a leader as much as he viewed
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the Board of Directors as leaders. He did not want to claim any personal responsibility
for the work of the organization, but rather believed the credit was owed to all of the
Board. In his eyes, the Board, as representatives of the organization, served as leaders
to the entire community by attempting to get the public to understand the importance
of planning and discipline when it comes to land use.
Lesson: An organization with a diverse membership allows for a broader range of
perspectives and better planning, decision making, and understanding of community
problems and issues.

Lesson #4: Overcoming the Past to Build Community
Organization: Berks County Conservancy (PA)
Contact Person: Joseph Hoffman, Senior Staff Member

The Conservancy has a large membership and five paid staff members
working on their efforts to ensure the conservation of the surrounding areas in the
Berks County. Hoffman believed that the key to the organization's success is its ability
to organize all of the "users" of the watershed. "It is vitally important to get all users
of the watershed involved. We have organized environmental groups, outdoor groups,
a water supply company, residential communities, service groups, children, and more.
Then we have systematically built upon what they have done in the past to build new
and more stable relationships." Not only has the Conservancy built up relationships
and networks, but they have also had to overcome past financial mismanagement and
negative public perception from a previous staff to reach the level of acceptance they
have today. Hoffman did not think he as an individual was a leader, but he did believe
that the staff as collectively served as leaders of the community for coalition building
and as facilitators of larger discussions between differing parties.
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Lesson: Not only is facilitating discussions critical, but successful leadership
continues when those relationships between different groups are continually developed
and strengthened.

Lesson #5: Continuity in a Board
Organization: FORVA (Friends of the Rivers of Virginia) (VA)
Contact Person: William Tanger, President

FORVA is another association whose membership consists solely of
organizations. FORVA is very politically active and has been successful in lobbying
for some crucial changes in Virginia through legislation. The organization's primary
vehicle for involvement originates from the Board of Directors and the Steering
Committee. These individuals perform most of the decision making and accomplish
much of the work of the organization. Tanger viewed himself as a leader within the
organization, but he described the Board as the leader of the larger community. He
believed that he was crucial to the administrative functioning of the organization since
there were no paid staff members, but that the Board ultimately provides the guidance
and vision for the organization. Interestingly, the Board has nine members and only
two have changed in the last ten years. While consistency in leadership had begun to
be a problem for many organizations, it does not appear to be the case yet with
FORVA.
Lesson: Continuity in a board helps ensure the stability for an organization, but this
could be problematic if new ideas, perspectives, etc. are not generated.

Lesson #6: Burnout
Organization: Yellow Breeches Creek Alliance (PA)
Contact Person: Wenda Plowman, Designated-Executive Director
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Ten years ago, the Yellow Breeches Creek Alliance was a thriving citizen group
focused on issues of preservation for the Yellow Breeches Creek, but they have now
dwindled to an inactive status. Plowman was asked by the Board to serve as the
Executive Director several years ago, but the position would be primarily volunteer
with very little financial support. Plowman did not have the time to run the
organization on a volunteer basis and declined the offer; since then no one else has
stepped forward to help. Plowman has since taken most of the responsibility for the
organization, but not enthusiastically. The biggest problem the Alliance faces is an
unmotivated membership and public. There is no apparent problem for the community
to focus their interests on. In addition, Plowman believes that the volunteer pool is
shrinking because there are no new individuals v,olunteering; it is only the same tired
indfviduals taking responsibility for their community. Plowman believed that she was
a leader, but that "there is no one in the community who wants to follow." Since the
Alliance was inactive, Plowman did not believe they were a leader of the community
any longer.
Lessons: A Public cannot be motivated if the leaders do not first take responsibility
and express enthusiasm. When an issue or problem is resolved and a community no
longer has a common interest, perhaps disbanding the organization is the next best
step.

Lesson #7: The Lone Leader
Organization: Susquehanna River Watch, Inc. (PA)
Contact Person: Charles Urban, Executive Director

The ultimate goal of the Susquehanna River Watch, Inc. is to protect and restore
the Susquehanna River particularly from illegal dumpings. Urban is a retired water
conservation officer who was disturbed by illegal dumpings on the River and began the
organization in 1982. The organization has accomplished tremendous amounts of
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education through workshops, materials, videos, etc. The organization appears to be
led primarily by Urban. He prefers to use a great deal of coercive power to ensure that
local and state governments assist him in his efforts to protect the Susquehanna. The
Board is not too active in planning and decision making, nor is the membership which
is primarily volunteers.
Lesson: A successful leader should not take all of the responsibility for guiding an
organization; it should be a team effort between all of those involved.
Lesson. #8: Networking/Building Alliances
Organization: Piankatank River Watershed Project (VA)
Contact Person: Leslie Bowie, Executive Director

The Piankatank River Watershed Project is a new organization slowly learm,ng
to build its strength and connections. Bowie believes that the largest successes of the
organization have come from networking with other groups such as Master Gardeners,
conservation groups, and environmental groups. The Project has slowly begun to grow
because of recent press coverage which was not solicited, but generously offered.
When asked of leadership, Bowie saw herself as a "positional leader" meaning she
leads because of her role as Executive Director and only staff member, but she also
believed that there were other crucial leaders within the organization. All of the
members of the Steering Committee and other citizen volunteers are also leaders in
Bowie's eyes because of their efforts to make a change within their community and
beyond their responsibility as mere residents.
Lesson: The more people a leader can get involved, interested, and surrounded
around a problem, the more successful the movement becomes.
Lesson #9: Goals, Vision, Keeping Positive
Organization: Swatara Creek Watershed Association (PA)
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Contact Person: Jo Ellen Litz, Co-Chair
The Swatara Creek Watershed Association (SCWA) is an organization with the
preservation and restoration of the Swatara Creek and the entire Bay community as its
primary goal. The SCWA hosted a watershed Expo last year that brought together
different environmental groups, government agencies, businesses, and other interest
groups to discuss the future of the watershed. After each organiza tion presented its
work and issues, the afternoon was spent in break-out groups which set priorities and
programs for the entire region. The SCWA recognized that the smaller groups within
the watershed were relatively successful, but that they needed a personal identity
within the Swatara efforts. The goal of the Expo was to encourage these groups to see
the bigger picture and how they fit into it.
According to Litz, �e successes of the organization stem from their ability to
have vision and define goals. They always have one accessible spokesperson for the ·
organization so that mixed messages are not being received by the public. The leaders
of the organization take the heat and the credit when it is due and know how to keep a
positive attitude so that others can believe in their efforts and philosophies too. Litz
explained that it is always important to expect the unexpected and believe in yourself.
In addition, the public has a lot of enthusiasm and support for the organization.
Litz believes that primary role of any leader is to develop a vision and goals.
Litz herself has developed a list of steps that any community leader should follow:
1. Your way isn't always the only way.
2. Always be courteous.
3. Don't be misleading in your discussions with others.
4. Sometimes you need to take what you can get and be satisfied with that.
5. Know your own intelligence and know what you do not know.
6. Timing is crucial; pick your battles.
7. Ask questions without being rude.
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8. Always say thank you!
9. Keep your promises.
10. Success is measured best by doing the best y ou can.
Litz believed that she was a leader and the other members of her Executive Council
were also leaders in their ability to set visions and goals and encourage others to work
towards those goals.
Lesson: Successful citizen leaders need to set goals, have a vision, and remain
positive.
Lesson #10: Recognizing the Larger Issues
Organization: Chester River Association
Contact Person: Marsha Fritz, President

The Chester River Association (CRA) is a citizen organization which has taken

more of an "intellectual" approach to the problem solving of their community. The
goal of CRA is the sustainability of the community; the focus is not just on water
quality, but on improving the quality of life for the entire community especially
concerning economic development and land use. Fritz and past presidents of the CRA
have been successful in "bringing a lot of players together to grapple with issues and
reach conclusions by looking at the larger picture." Fritz' believed that she serves as a
leader in her capacity as president, but she also emphasized that past presidents have
also been just as successful as she in facilitating the larger community discussions
about the problems at hand. In addition, the Board serves as community leaders when
they develop the agenda for the organization.
Lesson: When attempting to solve problems, it is crucial to recognize that multiple
forces are impacting the environment and to lead your organization to recognize these
factors and the larger issues at hand.
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The Other Lessons:

The interviews with the remaining organizations were either inconclusive or
replicated the lessons already mentioned. The most significant insights and
information gathered was incorporated by the first ten "Leadership Lessons."
There were two critical questions I was left with upon the completion of this
research. First, one of the most difficult parts of the analysis was distinguishing the
leader from the organization. Clearly, these two entities are not separable, but it is
important to determine whether the organization and its culture cultivated these citizen
leaders or whether the citizen leaders cultivated their organizations. The second set of
question were related to the situation. It is important to question whether these leaders
have succeeded in another environment and if these leadership lessons can be
generalized for all watershed associations.
I think that both of these questions can be addressed together. All of the
organizations have similar public-interest missions, very little money, and a need to
persuade others of their opinions; thus, the situations were fairly similar and the
lessons learned can be applied to most watershed associations. These lessons are just
as applicable as Posner and Kouzes' leadership lessons; of c�urse there will be
organizations whose situations do not fit the lessons, but overall the lessons can be
generalized to other watershed associations. In addition, I think the more successful
citizen leaders created their organizations. I would hypothesize that these individuals
would be successful in other situations as long as it was something for which they felt
some amount of passion. The grassroots citizen leaders evolve out of problems in
"their own backyards." If another situation allowed for these citizens leaders to
develop the same sentiments that they have in these organizations, then I would feel
confident that they might again evolve as leaders of that scenario too.
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The Best Practices of Leadership in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed
Associations:
L Many of the leaders best served the community by facilitating discussions between
people of different interests and opinions.
2. Leading a watershed association through internal and external changes can be very
difficult, but is nonetheless crucial to the success of the organization.
3. An organization with a diverse membership allows for a broader range of
perspectives and better planning, decision making, and understanding of community
problems and issues.
4. Not only is facilitating discussions critical, but successful leadership continues when
those relationships between different groups are continually developed and
strengthened.
5. Continuity in a board helps ensure the stability for an organization, but this could be
problematic if new ideas, perspectives, etc. are not generated.
6. A Public cannot be motivated if the leaders do not first take responsibility and
express enthusiasm. When an issue or problem is resolved and a community no longer
has a common interest, perhaps disbanding the organization is the next best step.
7. A successful leader should not take all of the responsibility for guiding an
organization; it should be a team effort between all of those involved.
8. The more people a leader can get involved, interested, and surrounded around a
problem, the more successful the movement becomes.
9. Successful citizen leaders need to set goals, have a vision, and remain positive.
10. When attempting to solve problems, it is crucial to recognize that multiple forces
are impacting the environment and to lead your organization to recognize these factors
and the larger issues at hand.
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Leadership Implications of
Chesapeake Bay Watershed Associations
In one of the first days of class in Foundations of Leadership, students are
introduced to the ideas of three circles: leader, follower, and context. The central
intersection point of the three circles is leadership. For three years, this framework has
been the basis for most of the theories studied and developed in our time at Jepson.
This project was very interesting because it was a test of whether the theories we have
gathered are actually applicable in a real life situation beyond the typical group
projects we perform in so many classes. The following section highlights the results
and implications for leadership.
The literature on nonprofit and community organizations was important and
confirmed much of the data I collected. Woolf, Santora, and Sarros emphasized the
,
importance of successfully handling change in nonprofit organizations. In some
watershed associations like the Weems Creek Conservancy or the Yellow Breeches
Creek Alliance, change was the downfall of the organization because there were no
leaders who had the "vision, commitment, maturity, sensitivity, inclusiveness, and
action orientation" (Woolf, 256) to lead the association through the change.
Meanwhile organizations like the Chester River Association have been through several
decades of change because their past presidents and boards have successfully handled
these dilemmas with vision and inclusiveness. Thus, change is closely related to the
concept of vision and goal setting. Those organizations, like the Swatara Creek
Watershed Association, who had the ability to plan beyond just one year were able to
sustain and grow, while the organizations like the Friends of Dragon Run were
struggling because they had not developed the ability to think about tomorrow and past
today's problem.
Several organizations exemplified Knauft, Berger, and Gray's four hallmarks of
excellence: a clear mission, true leadership, an involved and committed board, and
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financial and human resources (4). The Nanticoke Watershed Alliance, the Swatara
Creek Watershed Association, and Chester River Association were relatively
financially stable with a reliable pool ofvolunteers. They had individuals with an
innate ability for leadership, a committed board, and a mission and vision beyond
1997. Groups like the Friends of Dragon Run, Berks County Conservancy, FORVA,
Susquehanna River Watch, and Piankatank Watershed Project had some of the
hallmarks, but not all of them. For example, the Piankatank Project had not fully
developed its human and financial resources because it was still growing slowly. The
Susquehanna River Watch, Inc. did not have a committed board nor a leader who
understood that he could not do it all on his own. Finally, the Yellow Breeches Creek
Alliance and Weems Creek Conservancy were struggling because they were missing
almost all ofthe crucial elements.
The broader nonprofit management techniques described by the literature were
helpful for many of the organizations, but not the detailed information. For example,
all of the organizations were faced with limitations on funds. While the advice offered
by the literature was important, it was not very useful for organizations with only one
staff member or no staff at all. In addition, the nonprofit literature emphasized the
importance of board and staff relations, but this advice has limited implications since
many boards of directors for the organizations completed the tasks ofan absent staff.
Beyond basic leadership tactics and techniques within nonprofit and community
organizations, the concepts ofservant and citizen leadership were equally important.
All ofthe successful and unsuccessful leadership scenarios, mentioned earlier,
pertained to the structure of the organization rather than the purpose and mission of
these organizations. The goal of all of these organizations is the betterment of their
immediate community especially the environmental quality oflife. All of the
individuals I spoke with were citizen leaders in some manifestation because all were
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"people tak[ing] sustained action to bring about change that will permit them continued
or increase well being" (Couto, 12).
Many of the people I interviewed were representative of the citizen leadership
described by Couto and Jack. These individuals did "not get involved with the
intention of staying," but the role quickly brought "new responsibilities, new contacts,
media exposure, and other trappings of leadership" (Couto 13). Yet just because these
individuals are in a role of potential leadership, it does not mean that they have
handled the situation well. Jack noted that citizen leadership "involve people who
already have the skills and qualities of a leader, but who do not see leadership - it
seeks them" (56). Thus, many of the presidents and the executive directors, like Fritz,
Litz, and Frech, had those necessary skills that distinguished them as citizen leaders.
In a later article, Jack highlighted eight aspects of successful leadership which was
ironically parallel to Litz's list of steps for citizen leaders. The "arts" of citizen
leadership which Jack wrote about were important skills like active listening, creative
conflict resolution, and reflection which successful watershed association leaders had
acquired and exemplified (113-114).
In my literature section, I noted the significance of servant leadership, but I did
not observe too much of that in the organizations. The community leaders did indeed
perform service for their community, but there was very little evidence that they
became leaders from their desire to serve first. Citizen leadership in its nature contains
a certain element of servant leadership because it is helping the greater community, but
I do not believe any of these individuals were overwhelming case studies of servant
leadership.
In looking to the future, Heifitz 's Leadership Without Easy Answers offers
some of the best advice possible for these individuals. Heifitz describes leadership as
adaptive work in which "people [mobilize] to tackle tough problems" (15). Leaders
are faced with three types of situations: Type I, II and III. Type I situations have a
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clear definition of the problem and a clear solution and require technical work to solve
Typ e II situations have a clear problem definition, but require learning before solutions
and implemented and are a combination of technical and adaptive work. Type III
problems require learning to both define the problem and then develop solutions and
implement them. Type III situations require adaptive leadership.
Generally the watershed associations are faced with Typ e III problems. The
leaders of the organization hope to improve the water quality of their immediate
region, but defining that problem is very difficult and the solutions are even more
complex. The organizations that appear to be stable and thriving are dealing with their
communities in an adaptive member. Fritz, Frech, and Litz have recognized that the
local environmental problems stem from multiple sources not just the local polluting
company or slack government regulation�. The leaders also know that there is not one
best solution for their community. Instead, there are multiple solutions which can be
developed from the brainstorming of people with different perspectives from
government agencies, businesses, homeowners, farmers and environmental groups.
The watershed leaders who have "identified the adaptive chalknge and focused
attention on the specific issues created by confronting the issues ... kept attention
focused on the relevant issues .. and finally, devised a strategy that shifted
responsibility for the problem to the primary stakeholder" are the citizen leaders who
have turned their work into an adapting process(99-100). The best practices of these
organizations lie in their ability to be adaptive leaders in difficult situations. The
organizations who have faced the most difficulty are those who have yet to recognize
their work as an adaptive learning process. At the watershed organization conference
this summer, I hope this type of problem solving can be evidenced to all of the
organizations in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
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0 Yes

0 Pay Dues

O No

!Pro�·ide a currtnl ltst of your Board memb�r.1. if a-.,·atlublt'.)

Number of: Paid professional/administ�ative staff ___ _
Doc:cnU or other volunteers --·Hin.- efftdiH is your org.arii_zation In ""Olunteer retention?
0 Very Succt.15ru1
a SucCCj�ful
O 1:nS'.JCCcssful

O �/A

QA:; needed
0 Sign up-no dues

Cht:ck .;,Ii th.1.I t1pply or the rolfowlne acti�ilies or toP:i:s which cil�ll.cli:rlze tl-.e le�·el or activity,
intcrcsl in inronn.ition. or if &ht lo pie l3 an lnte re.:il in )'ou r .j'�hMhtd.
_
_

0 rga;i
�I
'
zat10

.

l.s aclive in;

Acth·itlt-s:
8-�::ich and Wt!ilm
cli:anups
S1on::1 drain stenciling
Composting
S!rcam bank fencing
B-:au1ifica1ion.l
8J.'jKaping
Other:
Restoration:
Tm pl,nlini
Tree flantinJ alon1 strea.r.1
(riparian rcuoratlon)
Marsh sras.<ISAV plantins
Fish stockir1J
Oyst<r rcplenishm<nt
Fi.sh Passa&c·maintcnance
or repllir
Other:
Monitoring:
Water
Air
Li,ing things
(pla.r,t or animal coun.t.s)
Other:

Q

0
0

Q

0

0

Q

0

,A-'--1'his
. �hLs.··�
. V-1.--:
,•.I
1
concun In my (
\.·ate hed-·
/

a

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

Q
Q

a
a

a

a

a

0

0

0

a
a

a

0

Out:eich/Edutatlon:

0

Politinl:
Lobbying
Lcgisfati•,c Trad.ir.g

□

OthC"r:

0

u

Q

0
0

a

a
a

0
0

0
?ublie,tions (Newslenen,
Press Releases, resource guides, etc.)
Provide databa.!e access
0
Participate in public meetings
Public education
0
0
Field Trips
Convene meetinjs
(RO<Jndtable,,Woruhops)
Network with oth�t llSsociatioir$/ 0
comrr.unitiu
Other:

a

Org,rnizatlon
ls lnlcrc.sl.:d in
information:

0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

Q

0

0

0

0

u

·-·---

a

"

'

Plannlni/1.,and Un ls.mu:
Grcc:nwa)s
Publk accc:u
0i,en •p•cc
Rc:crcati'ln
Viiioning pro:csscs
Zoning orrj(nances
Warenhcd pl.:rnning
Gr�w1h m:inageme�!

Other:

a

0
0

0

0

:::J

a

Energy Etficiency ls.sue:s:
Renewable rc.so1irces
Con.servation
Other:

a
a

Economlc-:

Economic development
Urban redevelopment
Eco<ourism
Hcriu,::c Tourism

Otber:

0

a

Cl

0

0

0
0

a
a
0
a
a

,a

a

0

P\Jl1u11oo Pn:�cntion l)�ues:
Waste waler
Storrnwater
Pesticide ma;iag�mc:nt
Housc:hc1d h.JzardoLis wane
Lawn care
Other:

CJ

a
- 0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

a
a

a

0

0

0

0

a
a

a
a
a

0

a
a

0

How would you characterize the accountability or government aiencies and
tlocled offidal5?
Government Agcncles:
· Local government ager.des
S1..atc government ag�neie,;
F�er.il gcvemmer.t agenei�.s

Ele<ttd omc1a1s:

Local sovemment
Stale govemm,nt
Federal govemment

Excellent

a
a
0

E;1.ccllc:nt

a
a
a

Good

Fair

a
a

a

0
Ocod

a
a
Q

0

0

Fair

a
a
a

Po:,:

0

q

Q

a
a

p""'
0
Q

0

:,

0

\-1/hen: does your organll.atlon obtain intormaUori? ( clieck a/l rhar apply)
O Databases
0 Sta<e agencies
O lntemet
O Vidi::os
O Tek�·sio,i
0 Fedtcal agencies
O Radio
0 Hollin es
0 Lo,.:il g:ovemme111 agem�ii:,
'o Env!ronmcr;t2.l group:i
O Newspaper
O Librirics
8 Cocr:rati1we ex.tcnsicn �en·iccs
Other

NIA

NIA

a
a

\Vh,11 an: your run:fir.g ,ource�':, ( cAuJ u:J rhur ap;,I))
U Go...,crnmcnl
0 Pri..,;:,,ie·
0 FcdcrJt
0 FcunJ�ricns
a Stal�
0 Corpor::i.tiJns
0 Locnl
Membership dues
E\ents or sates

Other· _________

□
a

Short Answrr,: (lbuit cnJwen lhru u.r:tMcn or /,uJ.)
What b your o:--ganization's number one :iccamplishnienl in 1he l.lst fire years?

\Vhat ha5 been yo:.,r orga niz.i1fon '.s bfgg�t fru.stratfon 7

Are you aware or the goals of the Che,apeake Bay Program?
a Yes
O No Q Interested
How could lhe Che.sapeake l!ay Program help your organlz,tion In Its e!Tort,?

Do you think theAlli•n« for the Cbesapta�• Bay or the Chesopeoke Bay Proj?l"llm could ,mu!
J'GU ir!c� ::•,·.::!a;::::1; ccr:1c1�r:!:;· Y!.!!c-r,.!:::, Ident!.!y!ng pr-r.-b1em,, fi,nnt?lkltln� P"�i-ntl�! '."n1utl,:",n..•,
or providing loclmical or finacclal assislance? Ir Y", how? II no, why no!?

Would you be willing lo Lalk ln more detail with !Someone from lhe AJliancc or the CJie,apeake
0 Yes
Q 1'0

Bay Program?

'1·\llu&l would be the number or.els.sue you would like to see addre.ued at a rezlonal walt:rshed
organiz.allon mc-ellng?
Would you h:an an fnttrtst in attending er sending a rrprcstntative to a regioru.1 m�eUng of
watershed orga.nhatlon.s?
Yes
Q No

□

Thank you for taking time to fill out this survey. Please return promplly lo:
i\lliance for the Chesapeake Bay
66-00 York Road
Baltimono, MD 21212
fa., (410)377,7144
P/e,rue can us if)ou ha\·c ::iny questions. (.it0J377•6271J

ON
(:)
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WORKBOOK 19 ORG ACCOMPLISHMENT

Numbl'r OM Accornplishrncnl
-------- --- - Creating basr.>Jirn.• database on strean_�s and river.> _in PA detail�g'the impact� oJ arid d·;po�·iti o-;,� ·
hcRcfcv,"'---Acquisition of 4,000 acre tract (Lejiigh0>""''"' h>" wehckeh,pe,e•c'c'"''-"""-"th
"'<_>'ocu
,,0,,,0o0f0ht 0,'-"Lech
cf,;c
- --c.,--:-,.,--:;---,,---:c----------l
� ',-"
-,- -,-_
Purchllsed 140 acre� in J>arkers Crt-ek wshed bringing stale into contact wit h surrounding-owners to make possible wshed �"""'-'c"'c•_t0
i·00n__________ ,
Passage of Atlanl_ic Coastal Cooperative Fishe_ries Act, signing Presidents Exec. Order on Rec. fishin_& nan aqualie con,ervation plan

Organi_zalior,
. _
_
Alliance- for Acjuatic Resource Monitoring_(Allai'ffi)
Wildlands Conservancy
Amerlon Chestnut Land Tru!>l

American Sportfishing Association
The ?f!.'l\l�n Watersht>d, Inc
Audub�n Naturalist Society

�I!'

·
Sel__ ��l:!:�!'m c�emi<;�!_���-b�_:_!_��-�?_�i-�r�g�_�g_l��_l-��iyersi!Y��!-��!!;:
public schools to do field tr�-__
____
Hel p def��t Di�<:y; est:1��-h�.. ��_? rk00o_f_w0o0tec,_9,"='=10ity�m000ru0·c100_·nn
0g,_ _���--------------- -----------Sucessf_ul_j!l':'ction (){several_ s_tnm_gly pret-t'nviron_menlal candidales to city oflices and MD Ge_nt>rnl As0s0•m=b0ly�------

Baltimor_e City League of E_nviromental Voters

Berks County Conseivancy________ __ Entire vi!lagey_!on�_Tu!P5:hU1.:kt:n Creek::9uired and protecte"d -- ________
--+
��_
_
_
Capital Area Greenbelt Assocfo.tion Inc
Stopping th� sale <.1( a piece of dedicaled park \aru:1 from_comme_rdaldevelopm�r1t
-ilh Athens
re��eati��;�
_Caranlo!-fa11 Gr_e_eflway
_Cr>nstructiol_l
of
ltail
in
SaYre,
PA
11�ing
_
t
o
develop-�
JSTUA
Fund,
c�opcraiiori
W
_
____
_ _
_
Central Pennsylvania Conservancy
Preservation of Grrg_ 's Woods in Mexico, PA; Herri�S,bone Ridge, Seven Gables, Carlisle, PA.
·
����--;;��nl994Country�ide-Exch3nge,
Charreft;s
c--,;-�terto-�n
- -·· ----·
- (Centerville,
- ,____________________
·
Chickahominy State Scenic River Advisory Board
------------·
·Chi�kiimminy Watersh('d Xtfunce
Tree_plantin£"/resto-;:-�i�:Pro/e_�;�
. _

���i��::: �,: :,� '�;, ;: · - •- -- - �y� ���§f

:!!t_e_Flo�l_X½>�erme1_1_�.�_:::�G!_i:i_i�
�J'.!rnd5.
of Mason Neck
Frimds of the Nantkok� River

fcq�_

o]_:�f�fr���£�;:"�.sij_;,__�_ P���.-gi�t ?f_2_!J? .,-:_�_�!11£:!'.?!��m; ��� of ��I�?�����?.� e_a�:
------1�.!.��-��!. .?!i!�.t!S f o� t he �p pal !aE1.!_l<K'k __ _______
F_ri_t�� of . th� -�pR_a__h�nno�� -·
c==�
�
.
Friends of The Rivers ofVir>;inia (FORVA)
�new_!ntni�um_i__nslream flow laws in Va, al(lng with their re�s and implementation
Page 1

.t:.
i;--

_ ___ _

rDevdopei�i,"��;:��i��;n" "risk ranking" JS pt. Acrion Plan to restore the river. p�_rtnei:_ing in securins- $1mlll in funding for action underway.
General involvement in consery�t.!_oJYy,_a�-�!:._9uality
/access______ _ ___________
_
Regular newsletter, prow�ms for Mason �eek com m u_n_f"ty�-0_
e
�� �?:£.u:1$ the N��__:�!._"'.'-'_����-d-��l-�_n5e_l?:'-!1:!.ng_e�11iron��l, bu.��c�!.?.-� _s����nter1>st
Creating awareness of preservation

-·-----=��

Friends of the North Fork Shenandoah River .

{ri�·��-�( �r����l!_� -- ,,_ - -�

-===-=---=-=���=---

����pJ;�·-·=·· -�

=:·�-_________
=- ---- ··==
-----;js}��;�����[:::::�:;��rec'�n��•c��m•""·' ��-����-__-

f

[i����I��;-p---;-,;j��t-

To��;hip

-

WORKBCXJK 19 ORG ACCOMPLISHMENT

Q!:painization
ishm 'e"c''---INumber One Acrnmp010
---- - ------------------------ -- -----------�
00c
�:-�
�� �
Fn=·•nd s=o f S h ,==cdcocah0Ri0'v0e0,____ ______ D=','=''='o,0
pm=•=n t0o0f0w,0 010er quality monitorine orogram and testing laboratory
i-c 0 00 c c c c c
l-:
F n0· e0n d, of U0, b=aru,c'cCc'
7 once a week at four different locations, aeek dean•up
"ck
c"---fW,1",,, ,s am�
c C-:::CC s c.=c
., 7.c;c-,c:-:--:c;:c :;-;- -,:
c-"
0 "c'
0 -;
�_roaching completion of management Pcl_,,"==--��:-:----�-�--�- -�---------------- --- -----j
,!::!unting Creek Watershed Management Tasklor ce
o ru=•=C=•=•=k
• c_________ _____________
lt.zak Walton League, York Cha, Pc"='='='='---- - �
c:::; 0
- �orkin�n 80[)') {":!��l_!E'am bank stabilization and fish habitat on the East Br�0,0h0 C0od
,
Speak ouf against mega landfill
�S George Environmental A;sociation
ck __________
lco m,::letion.ofGrefnway Recon Study With COE;creation of indeoendenl affiliate{L. Conservancy); Publication of River Gucisde•aBoo
c:, '----

Lackawanna River Corridor Association

The Lancaster County Conservancv

_!:1tll� Clt>arfield Creek Watershed Assoc1ahon
lr1aymg a role m the mmmg Uldustry·s mcreas��__!!lp
____________________
..lc"c"o"ocwc•_lh
...
" reg
, 0u01,0b 0ora
0 :::______ _____ _
Mag.-,thy River Land Trust
; Obtammg Conseiv.ation Easements on undeveloped pTliperty and publ ic edu cation about conservation e asem ents
____ _
_ -- Est.ibl;shmg---; 1,ucce�ft°J �y;ier �rs-;ry a1 Duwn�P.,rk and llyslt•r pa;k l;n l ;e-Mag�1thy RW�r ·
Mag.-,1hy R1;;r Wat��sh"d A�s��atmn
l
�ar�c_l}�l� -�a�!r�l�d ���,��on__
Maury Chapter Izaak Walton

__________________________
_ _ _ -!��:'.!_mi;an Ann1sh dairy farmer fence portion of a scenic slrt?am throug0h0h.,,0s0m0,0,0 d0o.,w
c_
I

_i;'.romoting volunteer monit�nng _ o�statewide basis through the SOS Program
Na:;:;-ticok� W"".i.i;;sh;d Alliance
-\Hosting the �st anm.:!.al �-anti�ke River Sha d Festi_v�!!_���g'--�-����-=--,- --------- -------------- _
1Killing proposed _legislation for commercial drift netting of the American Shad in the DE,p0o0,n 0o
' 0no
•cN0,0n0n0·,000k0• 0R0i0v0"c..._________________ _
Nanticoke Walershed Preservalion Committee
0 f0 01h
,::c
_
_
s _ ____________________ __
Th� Nature Conservancy �aryland/D.C. Chapter
]e p,,o 1,ec0n0'ocnc•«fsf.o,,ot,_
Our emphasis and limited success in workiro_!l: on watershed biodiversity,_0s a
,.,. 0 ., 0
N or th Central PA C_oen
__
,,�><>N
""-'"e'sYc___ ___ _
Octoraro Watershed ASsociatio,,n�-------- -1--- -- ------------ - ------------ -- ------------------------- - The Oyster Recovery _,P_.,_1n_e,s_hi'p�------- - --- _______________ ------------- -- ----- -------- ------- -----0 0
\
�Pianka tank River Watershe,. d,__,P, _00,;ec,�• --------1------------- ------ ---------- ------ ________ ,
--------- - ------------- Potoma��O-�_�erv_ancY
. _
_
_
�':bui��!�g_th�_S'.�O -��i:1�_1 �ftt?�-�eJ�_nu�_l')_'_!�6-��-- _____
. ---�-----·-------- · ___ -------· _ _______ _ _____ "______ _
�i;;; Cabin Run Ecol(�_i;;ica/ Laboratory_
___ _ Basot/ine stu��es of ri':'.�rs, firs! in the U.S. !o reciev_e studl_��heir_ ��� lens_lh
___�---- ----- ___ ____ _ __________ _
_ _
e
t
s
n
_
_
.
�or� c;�'!t r�I _ ra_; _C_o�s_ei:':'..� cy__ _
.. ---- ___________ ��!��tlJ:i_g �'!� 14�.� _ <_:lf P!!yat.!._!�� _t_!l!:_�U_Sh!__\_l!�.'!.f ��-��!-.?..c:!�..!�.'.!'.!� �---· -1
Qul."f'n A_nn_�·s _Cons ... n. ancy�5sociation _ _ __ __ __ _ Est.iblishlng ourselves as bold advocacy g� �g to ch_allen gekg�failure to impJementgood land planning

+---- ------------------------------------------------------

Sawmill Creek Watershed Association
.. Severn Ri�e;Land Tr ust
Shenando�h State Scenic River AdvisorV Bd.

.£.
-..l

-

Obtain
m0g'-":co,n,,0,0Na•·",co· ,n., ,0a0,0,m•
ec na �ts,on
c c.:
9a80,0cr0,0,0o0f0d0,0v,,lcox,o•cbsl•lan
- -----------j
o "d -e,e
:
"" �
---,----,-� ���:-:----,-��-oc--:- - -l1ndusion of lan�•a! !e in comn. nlan to oroted rinariain areas of the Shenandoah Rv. and tributaries in Clarke Countv

Page2
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!·�
����-- -����---��_squehanna River Watch Inc.

____ _

Sw;i.tara Cr�k Watershed Association
g
g
Trust for Public Land
R�cnally has i'l551sled
m- �antlyf:rotecttn
and focal.
state,
f«!e'tal
land
-commuruties
--------and
---a encws
-- ---- -8,700
-- acres
------Ui, perJames�tikR!verAdvirory
- -B�,
---,d--����----_-_-_1·

�ti?-�--- �---

���
Virg-icia e;ss-FC

Watershed Prot«tion Coa1i�?t', JNC.
W�� �r��-�5::3serv,mcy_____

��romk:o F..nvirnnm�tal TNst

re:;� ,�ti-On-Oi �i��oo-;;;d�k:l At_ B�g_tt�_l�I.- at ��r�_[�-�a;k;·r�ep�g;� or�!?�o��-�f the gravel pi� oo-th�-j;��s River
��!en ting defort\'!itation in the Loch Rawn R��r; -� �eas��- �warn'!ess of publi;;- in need to ptolttt drinking warer supplies
f-aseinent oh Hack pr�p��- ���� ��i_from RS I� R2; Restor.atfon of_�.!!!9e �,,0
•nc=h�----------

==Alli
=·-cc
= .--------------------------------="='=o=k=•-W=•="='=h' =<d
==N="'
!:f!:-!P�g to org =-'='='="=d=•='="=b =cthe
,ru

0

1W>

00

ttehes Creek Alliance ___ .. ------� Sank River��-"------------------!�

Page3

�

o:

Orga11izat1011

Oiggesl �rnstration

Wild\andsCons.-rva�

Lack of adeq1.1ate funding

Alliance for Aauatic Resource Monitor ing {Allarm)

American Chestnut Land Trust

·--·

Maintaing volunteer level ne-.:essary to mana1;ii� ACLT's p roeer� elus state owned pr.£E:!!ty
American �p.o���h!�g A:s�i:3�i?_r,_ ·- ___ --····- ___ l.1_':7�_oi.st:!_�ng conse���on e_�h_i_c �mong_s��!!!���edt:'ral elected officia\�----.
Th_E: Opequon Watershe_d, Inc
-· --- �':_!ting out newstener ····--· ____________ . _______
... .. -- --- --·
Au,9���� .\faturalist Soci�ty
limited resources, try to do to much

.

. •·

Oa�timnre-City_���e-�! �nvi�m�i,!al VE�.s __ 1:':le _��!'�re volu111�!�..a.i.:i:d_�et!�r_f _�_i,_d_�g___ _______________
- --- -·· ---·--- ----------·----- ----·- ------ --·------------- Berks Cou�ty Conservancy
Recovering from mistakes_�f staff Ul the 1?80"s
.
Capital_Area Greenbelt Asso,:iation Inc.
__ ��£!�-�g ��o :i:ig h govem�4:.�� ���-�-u�ci_';S _to_?bl_�� _e��-� e!'I� �n� l_�.n � l�i•�_":$1:E:�'; n_ts fo� S�!nbell_!��t!: and_ t� oppo_s� �_t_l e�":l_e__�f a__d_N=!!ca. ted_p�_r�_ 1.�� _f_
Carantouan Greenway
funding and general lack of public participation
Central Penru;ylvania Conservancv
r\.lnding

---

Chester River Association

Not enough Volunteers

Citilens for a Better Eastern Shore
Co,1,sta:l Canoeists, Inc.
Clean Water Action

Cett�s. .:'oli_��-�c:en�-=- ?� !�p_ac_�_ !:!I�p�sticul_t:u,__!��� !��.��!S
-- . -- ··--------- -- - ---- � --Stei:,pUlg backwards in enviromental hsues irom orior l!Ovemmental st.uidards and interest
Raising moner to supr:ort environmental grassroots frojects

Chkkahominy State Scenic River Advisory Board
�ckahurninr Watershed Alliom-:e

Co11odo"'•inetCreek Watershed Association
Elizabeth River Proiect

Lack of understand�/interest in watershed restoration and :elanning issues on µie e:ai-t of the !ieneral publk

Gov't agencies foot drag�g-� policy

Friends r,f the Nanticoke River

, Lack ofprogress with \oc. gov·t on land use
!Stateizov't

Friends of the North Fork Shenandoah River
Friends of Dragon Run

FriendsortheRaepahannock

Friends of The Rivers of Vireinia (FORVA)
rnends of Sh�nandoa.h River

-- . ----··

- -------

---

•e •- •

Inability to m�!-e general public under�t;1.nd thl' implications of land use decisions on the crttk and the quality of life in the w;1tershed,
�inding� to keep up with our growth

Th<:Xloat Fishermen of Virginia
Friends of Mason Neck

-

Conunuuity apathy

Gck supoort/trust by loc. Gov't., failure to be exemot for loc taxes by Middlesex Cty, inability to illegal logging (No BMPs)
loss of Tier II nomimtion for t he Rannahatmock

- Funding.for.current_p_toje,;:t__v.'i_th b\.ldgf!t ofSJ.Jll,000, Va. state of the Rivers Reoorl (prooosed).

Funding
Friends of Ur\,ilJtr!a C _r�k
Proposal for second regional sewa ffie treatment plant to dis,:h...r�e effluent into Urbanna Creek
Hun tin� Creek Watershed Management i'askf� �ot1£iig-ing rartici�tioil at meetings·
.
lzzak Walton League, York Chapter #67

��� Geo_!ge Environmental Association
L,,ckaw.i.nna RiverConidor Association

The Lanc.1ster Countv Conservancy

Little Clearfield Creek Wate�hed Association
Maa:othv River Land Trust

Assistance frcim state and Federal agencies. out dated technology used for methods of stabili.tatio11 (rip--rap)
Local gov·t and elected offici.lls
',

.

�eing state agencies continue to i�ore obvious non-compliance by mining industry
I Diff icultv in obtainilll? infonnation of Potential conservation easement donors
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·----

0.:8:anization
M.agothr River Watershed Association

--

--

�ges_t Frustr_ation
Assist in obtaining assistance for oyster and SAV

Martic Hills Watershed Association

Getting and keeping members and volunteers

Maury ChaDter Izaak Wal Ion

Virginia D.E.Q.

Nanticoke Watershed Alliance

Local planning an�_:;oning. especially Wicomico County, MD
County elanning and zoning office (Sussex Cty, DE) They aeprove 98% of all proposals

Nanticoke Watershed Preservation Committee
The Nature Con.sE"rvancy Maryland/O.C. Chapter
North Central PA Conservan,..,
Octoraro Watershed Association
!he Oy!ter Recovery Partnershie
��a��/lt,mk River Watershed Proj�t

The effort neede to accornelish goals vs. resources available.

-------- ---- - ·--·

i:"ot�mac Co��ry_all.9'. .. _ --·----·-·· - - -Pine Cabin Run Ecologi'.at Laboratory

Dealin with lh_e National Park Service
Working with farm.ing community

North Central Pa. Conservancy
Queen .Anne's Conservancy Association

County gov't incompetence

-

------

--·- - -

-- -

-

-------

--------·--

·-·

Sawmill Creek Watershed Association
Severn River Land Trust

Getting owners of impt. property lo realize benefits of donation of devel. rights could be to them

Shenandoah State Scenic River Advisory Bd.

Getting___eeop le to realize the BNR is stop gap measure, hi�h cost for nutrient reduct. Advocates of "zero dis� systems in Shen valley and getting support

Susquehanna River Watch Inc.

Loe. pol., illegal dumping; stre_am and river encroachment; lack of enviro. ed.;lack of media involmnt.esp. newspapers

Swatara Creek Watershed Association

Gov't red tape

Trust for Public Land

Limited local g��t f�?ing

y_eper James Scenic River Advisory Bwrd
�� rginia Bass Federation
Watershed Protection Coalition, INC.
Weems Creek Conservancy
Wicomico Environmental Trust
Yellow Breeches Creek Alliance
TOTAL

Loosing access to 3 gravel pits on the James River /Intro of grass carp into watershed
Jurisdictions do not coor dinate efforts and reseonsibilities for erote..-:t of drinkin � water s�e lies i!' reservoirs; gov't inPnt, not responsible
Rapid land use and 11:ro �ii: resitance to addressinii: AACty as the state's transnortation hub,conse£1uences fast forward no conservation
Maintaining active membershi p and board members
Lack of oarticioation and interest

.

0

. .
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Appendix B
Potential Watershed Association Phone Survey
Topics and Sample Questions
History:
• How and when was your organization founded?
• Who were the key players and issues surrounding its conception?
• Is your org_anization fairly similar to what it started as or is it amazingly different?
Coverage:
• How did you initially define your area of coverage (i.e. stream, watershed, river, etc.)
Was it because of political issues, geographic constraints, etc.?
Membership:
• Is your .membership growing, stable, or declining? Why do you think this is so?
• What are some of your membership recruitment strategies? Which have failed and
which have succeeded?
• How is your membership retention? Why'do you think it is this way?
• If you have a Board of Directors what is their level of involvement? Are you
satisfied or dissatisfied with their work? Do they provide needed direction and help or
are they merely fundraisers and figureheads?
• If you do not have a Board, wh() is setting the agenda for your organization? Are you
satisfied with this situation?
• How active is your membership? What percentage of people attend meetings?
engage in conservation practices? engage in lobbying and political activities? attend
other meetings, etc?
Are there a few key people in your organization or is the effort distributed over many?
Issues/Involvement
• Of the issues that are important to you and your area, why? What is the story of your
region? Why are there issues that are important to your watershed which you
association has not addressed?
• Why do you concentrate on one type of activity/involvement (whatever the survey
indicates) more so then another type? i.e. more restoration oriented then lobbying
. oriented
• Are you involved with the Bay Tributary Strategies?
• Is your focus more of a local one or a Baywide focus?
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Other Questions
• Why do you or why not do you collaborate with other nongovemment organizations
in your area? other environmental groups?
• Why is your relationship good/poor with government agencies?
• Why do you utilize some information sources and not others?
• Are you financially stable or struggling? Why?
• What strategies such as lobbying, outreach, organization, etc. have been successful
and you would offer as advice to similar organizations?
• Why do or don't you have a strategic plan for your organization? a sustainablity plan
for your community?
• Elaborate on the successes and frustrations of your organization.
Leadership Oriented Questions
• Who are the players and stakeholders in your community?
• Who are the leaders of your organization?
• Why do or don't you consider yourself a leader of your organization?
• What role do you play and what aer your responsibilities?
• Do you consider your organization a leader of the community? Why or why not?
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Appendix C:
List of Watershed Organizations Contacted
Maryland:

1. Nanticoke Watershed Alliance
2. Magothy River Association
3. The Oyster Recovery Partnership
4. Chester River Association
5. Potomac River Greenways Coalition
6. Weems Creek Conservancy
Virginia:

1. Elizabeth River Project
2. Friends of Urbanna Creek
3. Friends of Dragon Run
4. Citizens for a Better Easter Shore
5. FORVA (Friends of the Rivers of Virginia)
6. Friends of the Rappahannok
7. Piankatank River Watershed Project
Pennsylvania::

1. Octoraro Watershed Association
2. Condoguinet Creek Watershed Association
3. Berks County Conservancy
4.Susquehanna River Watch, Inc.
5. Swatara Creek Watershed Association
6. Carantovan Greenway
7. Yellow Breeches Creek Alliance
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